A parametric study of vortex generators (VGs) on the transonic infinite-wing with two types of airfoil is performed using computational fluid dynamics to identify the effects of five parameters: height, aspect ratio, incidence angle, spacing and chord location, on the aerodynamic characteristics. First, an SC(2)-0518 airfoil with large thickness ratio and leading-edge radius is employed. The VG spacing significantly affects the shock wave location. If the spacing is narrow, the shock wave moves downstream, which increases the lift coefficient at a high angle of attack. In contrast, broad spacing suppresses the fluctuation of the pitching moment coefficients. This difference is caused by the interactions among vortices. The VG height changes the drag coefficients and is correlated with the VG spacing. The other airfoil considered is a cross-section airfoil of a NASA common research model with small thickness ratio and leading-edge radius. The spacing effect with this airfoil is almost the same as that of the SC(2)-0518 airfoil. The VG location has little influence, but the VG located more upstream would be better. In addition, an appropriate incidence angle and aspect ratio exist for generating the vortex efficiently.
Nomenclature c: chord length of airfoil C D : drag coefficient C f : skin friction coefficient C L : lift coefficient C M : pitching moment coefficient C p : pressure coefficient D: distance between vortex generators h: height of vortex generator l: length of vortex generator M: Mach number P t : non-dimensional total pressure Re: Reynolds number t: thickness of vortex generator x VG : chord location of vortex generator x=c: non-dimensional chord location : angle of attack VG : angle of incidence of vortex generator to mean flow direction
Introduction
Shock-induced separation can be caused by small increments in angle of attack and Mach number in transonic flight. This phenomenon decreases lift and markedly increases drag and the pitching moment, as in the case of a stall at high angle of attack in subsonic flight. To alleviate shock-induced separation, an array of vortex generators (VGs) is frequently employed. A small vane, the height of which is almost the same as the thickness of the boundary layer, is often used as the VG, and generates the vortex that supplies fresh flow into the boundary layer. VGs can be applied without any changes in the primary design of the aircraft. However, the design of a VG array strongly depends on the engineer's experience because the scale difference between the VG and the wing makes it difficult to perform the experiment and numerical analysis. In the experiment, the size of the VG becomes too small to properly measure the effect because the wing model is usually scaled down. On the other hand, numerical analysis requires a high-resolution mesh so that the shape of the VG and the vortex from it are captured. For these reasons, there have been few studies regarding the effects of VGs on the wing.
Wik and Shaw 1) compared the results of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with different turbulence models to the experimental data using the vortex from one VG on a flat plate. They reported that the Spalart Allmaras model with rotation correction (SA-R) 2, 3) and the k-! shear stress transport (SST) model 4) could predict the vortex well and further improvements were obtained using the Reynolds stress model. Bur et al. 5 ) created a shock wave using a ramp in a transonic wind tunnel. They tested six types of VG arrays and investigated the effects of the VGs on the shock wave. However, it was not mentioned how VGs affect the aerodynamic characteristics of the transonic aircraft because these studies were performed on flat and ramp planes. Huang et al. 6) performed Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) analysis of a three-dimensional transonic wing and confirmed that a VG array could improve the aerodynamic characteristics. However, it was not clear how VG parameters Ó 2013 The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences (shape, height, spacing, location, incidence angle and aspect ratio) affect the aerodynamic characteristics because the three-dimensional analysis was performed in only one case of the angle of attack, and VG arrangements were limited to three cases. Dandois et al. 7) performed a parametric study of VGs on a transonic wing using 2.5D RANS computation. They tested the effects of the VG spacing, incidence angle and chord location, and reported that the spacing and incidence angle are sensitive. However, only a high angle of attack with shock-induced separation was computed, and the aerodynamic characteristics at low angle of attack were not mentioned. On the other hand, Lee et al. 8) studied VGs on a transonic inlet using CFD. They performed multiobjective optimization in which design variables were the VG height, location and incidence angle. The results indicated that the inlet performance was improved relative to the baseline model with VGs. However, there has not been sufficient research on either optimization or the parametric study of VGs on the transonic wing, especially using CFD.
To optimize the VG array on the wing, it should first be determined how each VG parameter affects the aerodynamic characteristics. Here, a parametric study of VGs on a transonic infinite-wing is performed using CFD to alleviate the shock-induced separation. We use the models in which one VG is equipped on a super-critical rectangular wing and the periodic boundary condition is adopted because CFD analysis of the three-dimensional wing with VGs requires large computational time. Two types of airfoils are employed to investigate whether the results obtained from this parametric study can be applied to actual aircraft design regardless of the airfoil differences.
Computational Method

Numerical method of the flow field
A three-dimensional unstructured mesh flow solver named the Tohoku University aerodynamic simulation (TAS) code is used to simulate the flow field. Compressible Navier-Stokes equations are computed using the cell-vertex finite-volume scheme. Numerical flux is computed using the approximate Riemann solver of Harten-Lax-van LeerEinfeldt-Wada (HLLEW).
9) Second-order spatial accuracy is achieved through a linear reconstruction of the primitive variables with Venkatakrishnan's limiter.
10) The lower/upper symmetric Gauss-Seidel (LU-SGS) implicit method 11) is used for time integration. The turbulence model used in this study is the Spalart Allmaras model without the f t2 term with rotation correction (SA-noft2-R). 2, 3, 12) A hybrid volume mesh consisting of tetrahedrons, prisms and pyramids is used to resolve the boundary layer accurately in unstructured mesh computation.
Periodic boundary and mesh generation
To sustain the second-order spatial accuracy at the nodes on periodic boundaries, a special treatment is adopted. Figure 1 shows the simplified two-dimensional mesh with periodic boundaries. As preprocessing, ghost cells are created beside the periodic boundaries by pushing out the nodes on the periodic boundaries. In the calculation, variables and gradients at calculated nodes are copied to corresponding non-calculated nodes. Using this periodic boundary condition, it is desirable that the corresponding nodes on both periodic boundaries are at the same position on each boundary surface. To meet this condition with an unstructured mesh, the mesh is generated according to Fig. 2 . First, a half-span mesh is generated (left-side mesh in Fig. 2(a) ). Second, the mesh is mirrored at the half-span position (right-side mesh in Fig. 2(b) ) and a symmetric mesh is generated. Finally, one VG is added and a mesh is regenerated around the VG (closed domain in Fig. 2(c) ).
Model Geometry and Flow Conditions
Two types of airfoils are applied to identify the effects of the VG. The first is a super-critical airfoil SC(2)-0518 with a thickness ratio of 18% and a large leading-edge radius. The other is a cross-section airfoil of a NASA common research model (CRM) 13) at 65% span length, with a smaller thickness ratio and leading-edge radius than the SC(2)-0518 airfoil. This airfoil is called the CRM2D airfoil in this paper. The shapes of these two airfoils are shown in Fig. 3 for SC(2)-0518 and from 4 to 7 [deg] for CRM2D. In CFD analysis, one VG is equipped on a rectangular wing because the periodic boundary condition is adopted, while several VGs are equipped on a finite-wing in the experiment. Flow conditions and model geometry are chosen based on the experiments performed by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA).
First, a baseline model of the VG is defined according to the empirical rule. [14] [15] [16] The VG is equipped at 20% of the chord length ( Generally, h has the same order as the 99% boundary layer thickness at the VG location. Based on the results of our prior analysis, the thickness at 20% of the chord length is estimated as 0.4% of the chord length in both airfoils. On the other hand, D means the span length of the wing because the periodic boundary condition is adopted. The height and spacing are defined as h=c ¼ 0:006 and D=h ¼ 10 in the baseline model. In addition, the baseline models with each airfoil have the same VG arrangement.
The effects of two parameters (spacing and height) are examined with the SC(2)-0518 airfoil. The combination of parameters is summarized in Table 1 Four parameters (spacing, location, incidence angle and aspect ratio) are tested with the CRM2D airfoil. The combination of parameters is summarized in Table 2 . The quadspacing model is defined in the same way as with the SC(2)-0518 airfoil to identify the effects of spacing and location by comparison with the baseline and quad-upstream models, respectively. Three values of incidence angle ( VG ¼ 10, 20 and 30 [deg] ) are compared among the lowangle, baseline and high-angle models. The effects of aspect ratio (l=h) are examined by comparing the baseline and lowaspect models, which have the same surface areas.
Unstructured meshes are generated for each model via MEGG3D. [17] [18] [19] [20] Three types of computational meshes with different numbers of nodes (coarse: 0.807 million nodes; medium: 3.43 million nodes; fine: 10.6 million nodes) are prepared for the baseline model with the SC(2)-0518 airfoil to evaluate the grid convergence. Figure 5 shows the medium mesh of the baseline model with the SC(2)-0518 airfoil. The upper surface of the wing has 13 times more nodes than the lower surface to capture the vortex from the VG. The outer boundary is located 25 chord lengths away from the wing centroid. Figures 5(a) and (b) show the meshes around the wing and VG, respectively. In Fig. 5(b) , the mesh corresponding to the cross-section at x=c ¼ 0:21 is included. The parametric study is performed with medium meshes while the number of nodes is varied in accordance with the size of the VG and the spacing between VGs among all models, as shown in Tables 1 and 2 . The without-VG model, the mesh of which is generated by skipping the procedure shown in Fig. 2(c) , is employed for each airfoil to confirm the effects of the VG.
Results and Discussion
SC(2)-0518 airfoil 4.1.1. Grid convergence
The baseline models with the fine, medium and coarse meshes and the without-VG model with the medium mesh Table 3 and Fig. 6 show the aerodynamic coefficients and the C p distributions, respectively. The C p distributions are represented by those at the VG equipped cross-section (center of the wing in the span direction), because those at any cross-sections are the same while the shock wave locations are slightly different. Table 3 shows that the baseline models with the fine and medium meshes have similar values which are extremely different from those with the coarse mesh. However, comparing the baseline models and the without-VG model, the differences of C D and C M between the baseline model and the without-VG model with the medium meshes are the same order as those between the baseline models with the fine and medium meshes. Note that C D and C M are so sensitive to the grid density that small differences of these coefficients have no meaning in the following parametric study. On the other hand, the C p distributions of the baseline models with three meshes are entirely different from that of the without-VG model as shown in Fig. 6 . Additionally, the C p distributions of the baseline models with the fine and medium meshes have the same characteristics while the shock wave of the baseline model with the coarse mesh locates more upstream than those with the fine and medium meshes. Generally, the VG effect is evaluated by C L , which means that the medium mesh is sufficient for the parametric study of VGs because C L and the C p distributions with the fine and medium mesh are almost the same.
Spacing effect
Model numbers 1-1, 1-2, 1-3 and 1-6 in Table 1 are compared to explore the effects of the VG spacing, D=h. shows the distributions of C p at ¼ 1 [deg]. The shock wave of the baseline model moves downstream compared with the without-VG model although that of the other models with the VG moves upstream. C M in Fig. 9 also reflects this effect. This difference is attributed to the interactions among vortices discussed below. C D of the models with the VG is dominated by the drag acting on the VG itself when the angle of attack is low. That is, C D increases with an increasing number of VGs per unit of wing area. Therefore, the lift-drag ratio of the wing with the broadly spaced VG is higher than that with the narrowly spaced VG as shown in Fig. 10 , which means that the broad spacing is preferable to sustain the aerodynamic characteristics under cruise conditions. C L of all models with the VG is lower than that of the without-VG model between ¼ 2 and 3 [deg]. This is due to the shock wave location with regard to the double-spacing and quad-spacing models. On the other hand, the high C p behind the shock wave decreases C L and markedly increases C M of the baseline model. . The shock wave of the baseline model moves far downstream, which enables the baseline model to have the highest maximum C L . As a result, the buffeting caused by the shock-induced separation can be alleviated. In contrast, the shock wave of the quad-spacing model is attached to the VG. Due to the weak interaction among VGs discussed below, this model has lower C p between x=c ¼ 0:3 and 0.8 than the without-VG model, which helps to keep C M low in Fig. 9 , but increases C D in Fig. 8 . The small C M -fluctuation of the quad-spacing model is desirable for stability of the aircraft.
In addition, the interaction among vortices strongly depends on the VG spacing. Figure 13 shows adverse flow regions and distributions of skin friction coefficient, C f , of each model's upper surface. A thin boundary layer with high energy is generated by VG downwash at the downstream regions with high C f , in Fig. 13 . If the VG spacing is narrow, the interaction between VG downwash and upwash becomes strong, and the thin boundary layer is generated evenly in the span direction. Thus, the shock wave moves downstream (compare Fig. 13(a) and (d)), and the separation region also spreads evenly ( Fig. 13(a) ). On the other hand, the interaction weakens and the particularly thin boundary layer is generated locally if the VG spacing is broad. As a result, the effects of the VG are propagated to a farther chord location, and the separation does not occur at the VG downwash region (Fig. 13(c) ), which realizes the low C p of the quad-spacing model behind the shock wave shown in Fig. 12 . Furthermore, this attached region with the particularly thin boundary layer may act as a barrier preventing the separation caused by wing-body interference from spreading to the wing tip if the broadly spaced VGs are equipped on swept-wing aircraft. However, comparing Fig. 13(c) and (d) , the separation region of the quad-spacing model spreads upstream along the VG upwash wake drained energy. The double-spacing model shown in Fig. 13(b) has intermediate characteristics between the baseline and quadspacing models. Therefore, the design trade-offs among the desirable aerodynamic characteristics (low C D at low , high C L at high , barrier against separation propagation and small C M -fluctuation) must be considered when optimization of VG arrangements is performed.
Height effect
To confirm the effects of the VG height, h, model numbers 1-1, 1-4, 1-5 and 1-6 in Table 1 are compared in this section. Figures 14 to 16 show the C L -, C D -and C Mcurves of these models. The scale-down and low-height models have lower C L and C D , and higher C M than the without-VG model and higher lift-drag ratios than the baseline model because the shock waves of these models move upstream as in the case of the double-spacing and quadspacing models when the angle of attack is low. Only C L of the baseline model is higher than that of the without-VG model because its ratio of the VG area to the wing area (lh=Dc) is the highest among all the models with the VG shown in Table 1 . That is, the energy transportation caused by the VG of the baseline model is most active.
Considering the high angle of attack, there are some obvious differences in aerodynamic characteristics between the scale-down and low-height models. Figure 17 shows the
. The C p distribution of the scale-down model corresponds approximately to that of the baseline model including the shock wave location, which derives almost the same value of maximum C L as shown in Fig. 14. On the other hand, the shock wave of the low-height model moves upstream compared with the baseline model at not only the low angle of attack but also the high angle of attack because the vortex weakens with the VG height at any angle of attack. As a result, the C Lcurve of the low-height model is evenly lower than that of the baseline model as shown in Fig. 14. In addition, C D of the scale-down and low-height models is lower than that of the without-VG model between ¼ 2 and 5 [deg] in Fig. 15 due to the decrease in the pressure drag generated from behind the shock wave and VG itself as shown in Fig. 17 . 
CRM2D airfoil 4.2.1. Spacing and location effects
The effects of the VG spacing, D=h and location, x VG =c are investigated by comparing the model numbers 2-1, 2-2, 2-3 and 2-7 in Table 2 . Figures 18 to 20 represent the C L -, C D -and C M -curves, respectively. The spacing effect with the CRM2D airfoil is almost the same as that with the SC(2)-0518 airfoil. Figure 21 shows C p distributions at ¼ 7 [deg]. The shock wave location of the baseline model moves far downstream, which enables this model to have high C L at the high angle of attack as shown in Fig. 18 . The low C p of the quad-spacing model behind the shock wave keeps C M constant in Fig. 20 . However, C L of the quad-spacing model is sufficiency higher than that of the without-VG model at ¼ 7 [deg] in contrast with the case of the SC(2)-0518 airfoil. Additionally, C D of the baseline model is higher than that of the without-VG model because the difference in shock wave locations between these models with the CRM2D airfoil is larger than that with the SC(2)-0518 airfoil (compare Figs. 12  and 21 ).
Considering the location effect, the quad-spacing model has slightly higher C L than the quad-upstream model as shown in Fig. 18 because the vortex weakens with the distance from the VG. However, in order to achieve the robust VG arrangement, it must be considered that the VG does not work at all if the VG is equipped far downstream and the shock wave moves upstream of the VG with the increment of the angle of attack and Mach number.
Incidence angle and aspect ratio effects
The model numbers 2-1, 2-4, 2-5, 2-6 and 2-7 in Table 2 are compared to identify the effect of the VG incidence angle, VG , and aspect ratio, l=h. Figures 22 to 24 show the C L -, C D -and C M -curves, respectively. C L of the low-angle and high-angle models is lower than that of the baseline model in Fig. 22 because the shock waves of these models move upstream compared with that of the baseline model as shown in Fig. 25 , which shows C p distributions at ¼ 7 [deg]. As a result, these two models have lower C D and higher C M than the baseline model as shown in Figs. 23 and 24 . Therefore, it is confirmed that the appropriate incidence angle exists for generating the vortex most (c) , the lowangle model has higher P t around the VG wake and lower C f at the VG's downwash than the baseline model, which means that the vortex of the low-angle model is weaker because the vortex strength depends on the lift acting on the VG (actually, this lift acts in the span direction). C f of the high-angle model at the VG's downwash is slightly higher than that of the baseline model in Figs. 26(b) and (d). However, the high-angle model is not effective compared with the baseline model due to the stall of the VG itself. The especially low P t of the high-angle model shown in Fig. 26(d) is derived by not only the vortex but also the energy loss caused by the VG stall. In contrast to all other models with the VG, the lowaspect model shows no advantage for aerodynamic characteristics. C L of this model is lower than that of the without-VG model at any angles of attack for two reasons. First, the vortex is too weak due to its low aspect ratio. Second, the vortex core is located far outside of the boundary layer, and the VG effect does not reach the wing surface. These tendencies are shown in Fig. 26 (e) as high P t and low C f .
Conclusion
A parametric study of VGs on the transonic infinite-wing was performed using CFD to investigate the effects of five parameters: height, aspect ratio, incidence angle, spacing and chord location. The present model had a single VG equipped on a super-critical infinite wing and the periodic boundary condition was adopted because CFD analysis of the three-dimensional wing with VGs required too much computational time. Two types of airfoils, SC(2)-0518 and CRM2D, were employed to confirm that the results obtained from this parametric study could be applied to actual aircraft design regardless of the airfoil differences. The thickness ratio and leading-edge radius of the SC(2)-0518 airfoil were large, while those of the CRM2D airfoil were small. The effects of the VG spacing and height were investigated with the SC(2)-0518 airfoil. First, it became obvious that the VG spacing significantly affects the shock wave location. If the spacing was narrow, the shock wave moved downstream, which increased the lift coefficient at high angle of attack but also increased the drag coefficient at low angle of attack. In contrast, broad spacing suppressed the fluctuation of pitching moment coefficients, while the lift coefficient decreased and the drag coefficient increased at high angle of attack. This difference was caused by the interactions among vortices and generated the design trade-offs among VG arrangements. Second, the VG height changed the drag coefficients and was correlated with the VG spacing. The wing with the small VG showed decreased drag coefficient compared to that without the VG at high angle of attack. The maximum lift coefficients became the same if the VG heights were different and the ratios of spacing to height were the same, while the lift coefficients changed evenly at all angles of attack if the VG heights were different and the values of spacing itself were the same. On the other hand, the CRM2D airfoil was employed to test the effects of the VG spacing, location, incidence angle and aspect ratio. The spacing effect with the CRM2D airfoil was almost the same as that of the SC(2)-0518 airfoil, while the results indicated that the VG was more effective for the CRM2D airfoil. The VG location had little influence, but the VG located more upstream would reduce the shock-induced separation up to larger angles of attack. It was confirmed that an appropriate incidence angle exists for generating the vortex most efficiently. This angle was determined by the vortex strength and the energy loss caused by the VG. Finally, the aspect ratio of the VG controlled the vortex strength. The VG did not work if the aspect ratio defined by the length to height was too low.
